Manager Supply Chain



The Manager supply Chain is responsible for leading, planning,
directing and coordinating all matters related to stores / warehousing,
shipping and procurement of engines, modules and parts, including
repair, service level agreements and non-engine related purchasing.



The main objective of this position is the management of supply
chain to improve the value to Aero Norway, reduce TAT & hence
improve OTD and to improve accuracy of services to Aero Norway`s
customers, vendors or partners in accordance to det COO or the
CEO`s direction to achieve long term business growth and
profitability goals. The focus is on smart growth, high efficiency and
delivering a trusted experience to customers and partners worldwide.

Job description













Work in accordance with approved Aero Norway strategic
business plan and implement strategy, policies and financial
goals within supply chain management
Overall responsibility for Purchasing, planning, shipping,
warehouse and incoming inspection
Ensure that supply chain projects are economical within budgets
and that reports to management are fully updated and that the
work is according to the vendor contracts
Overall responsibility for all material movement and on time
delivery to projects
Vendor management
Inventory analysis
Responsible for all stores & warehouse metrics to meet agreed
goals
Development of employees through planning and meeting the
growth needs of the company
Drive the department for continuous improvements and
champion change
Work across organizational boundaries to assist other
departments



Work with finance to create budgets for production to meet
yearly needs and goals. Ensure budgets are not exceeded
Ensure compliance with all applicable EH&S requirements within
health, environment and safety requirements
Ensure compliance with all company policies and with all local
and national laws and regulations in the area of Quality, Finance
and Ethics.

Education / preference





Academicals degree preferably within Materials Management /
Supply Chain or Bachelor`s degree in a related field.
+ 5 years of related work experience and a thorough knowledge
of supply chain principles and environmental practices,
procedures and legal requirements.
Fluent English language skills, verbal, reading and writing. Any
other languages are an advantage

Experience





Proven track record in a Production/manufacturing industry in
terms of building relations within an international and /or
intercultural environment.
Particular strong skills in planning & delivery, focusing on and
improving results, negotiations, and digital procurements benefits
Demonstrable skills in managing people and teams in a high
performance and technical organization.

We can offer:






The opportunity to learn and develop your career in an exciting
industry.
You will feel fully involved in the day to day operations of the
business and will be able to influence the continued success and
growth of a rapidly growing organization.
Whilst we all work very hard, we have a culture that’s relaxed and
down-to-earth, positive and professional.
A proactive approach to constantly improving processes to ensure
a rewarding working day and a good work life balance.

Starting date:

As soon as possible

Contact person:

Linda Bore, Partner/regionleder, Assessit

Telephone:

+47 412 39 398

You can submit your application and CV to:
https://assessit.recman.no/job.php?job_id=99389&path=finn

